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We give an algorithm for computing a free basis of a projective C[x,, . . x,]- 
module which is presented asthe image, kernel, orcokernel ofa polynomial matrix. 
Our method can be implemented using GrGbner bases, and it provides anelemen- 
tary, constructive proof of the Quillen-Suslin theorem. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. 1~TRoDucT10N 
One of the most prominent theorems incommutative algebra, stating 
“projective modules over polynomial rings are free” and widely known as 
Serre’s conjecture, wasproved independently by D.Quillen a d A. Suslin 
1976. We refer tothe expositions of Lam [8] and Kunz [7] for an intro- 
duction toSerre’s conjecture, its history, several inconstructive proofs, and 
further references. It i  the objective of this article to give an explicit algo- 
rithm for computing a free basis of a polynomial module. Asa consequence 
we obtain a new constructive proof or the Quillen-Suslin theorem. For 
simplicity of exposition, we restrict ourselves to the field C of complex 
numbers. 
It has been known since 1958 that projective modules over R := 
@[Xl 1 . . x,] are stably free, i.e., every finitely generated projective 
R-module is isomorphic to the kernel of an R-module pimorphism 
A: R” + R’. In that situation themaximal minors of the matrix A generate 
the unit ideal inR. Such a matrix A is called unimodular. Hence to establish 
the freeness of projective modules means to prove the following elementary 
statement. 
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THEOREM 1.1 [ Quillen-Suslin]. Let A be a &modular 1 x m-matrix 
(ldm) ouer @[x1, . . . . x,]. Then there xists a unimodular m x m-matrix U 
ouer C [x, , . . . x,] such 
In Section 2 we present analgorithm for computing such a matrix U. 
Note that he last m - 1 columns of U form a basis of the free module 
ker(A) c R”. Moreover, A equals the first 1 rows of U-i, and hence finding 
U is equivalent to completing A to a square invertible matrix. InSection 3 
we consider anarbitrary p ojective module P which is presented as the 
image, kernel, orcokernel ofa (not necessarily unimodular) polynomial 
matrix. We show how to compute a free basis, using the algorithm of 
Section 2 as a subroutine. 
An alternative algorithm for Theorem 1.1 has independently beengiven 
by N. Fitchas nd A. Galligo [4, 51. Using an effective version fthe 
Nullstellensatz, these authors obtain the following remarkable d gree 
bound. 
THEOREM 1.2 [Fitchas nd Galligo]. Let A be a unimodular lx m- 
matrix whose entries are polynomials of total degree less than d. Then there 
exists a unimodular m x m-matrix U as in Theorem 1.1 such that the degree 
of each polynomial in U is in O((mdf). 
We close the Introduction with the remark that algorithms forthe 
Quillen-Suslin theorem have anumber of interesting potential applications. 
As was pointed out by Youla and Pickel [13], the completion of
unimodular matrices to invertible matrices is of considerable importance 
for control theory. The study of modules of splines (or piecewise polyno- 
mial functions) over polyhedral ce l complexes is another potential area of 
application. Billera and Rose [2] have proved the freeness of these 
modules in many special cases, and it would be desirable to have good 
methods for computing free bases. We finally mention an application to 
computational algebraic geometry which was suggested in [lo]. Our 
algorithm can be applied totesting whether a general fftne algebra is
Cohen-Macaulay, and, in the affirmative cas , to computing a free basis 
over asystem of parameters. 
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2. COMPUTING A FREE BASIS FOR STABLY FREE MODULES 
We first recall the well-known reduction tothe Unimodular Row Problem 
(I = 1). Suppose 1B 2 and the construction promised by Theorem 1.1 is 
possible for unimodular matrices with at most I- 1 rows. Given a 
unimodular Ix m-matrix A = (a,,), we can then find a unimodular m x m- 
matrix U’ with (a,,, a,,, .. a,,) .U’= (1, 0, . . 0). Since U’ is invertible, 
also the matrix A’ := (a$) := A. U’ is unimodular. By the choice of U’, the 
cofactor fa’,, = 1 in A’ is a unimodular (I- 1) x (m - I)-matrix. Induction 
on I implies the equivalence of Theorem 1.1 to 
THEOREM 2.1 [Unimodular Row Property]. Let f = (f,, .. f,) E 
@[x,, . . x,,lm be a unimodular row. Then there xists a unimodular m xm- 
matrix U ouer @[x1, . . x,] such that f.U= (1, 0, . . 0). 
Our algorithmic proof of Theorem 2.1 proceeds by induction the 
number n of variables, andit consists oftwo main parts. The first main 
part is a “local loop” which generates solutions for finitely many suitable 
local rings. Inthe crucial second phase we pass from the local to the global 
by “patching together” the previously computed local solutions. Each 
step in the algorithm which is marked with an uper index GB can be 
programmed using Buchberger’s Griibner bases method which is available 
in many computer algebra systems. See [ 1, 3, 111 for details and further 
references to Grobner bases. We note that he following algorithm was first 
announced in [ 123. 
Algorithm for Theorem 2.1. We first consider the special cases m = 2 or 
n= 1. If m=2, then we computeGs h,, h,E@[x,, .  .  x,] such that 
h,f,+h,f,=l, and we set U:=(t; -2). If n = 1, then the desired matrix 
U is a product of elementary matrices obtained from the Euclidean lgo- 
rithm for C[x,]. 
In the following we will proceed by induction the number n of 
variables, andwe will assume that n> 2 and m 3 3. Using Noether nor- 
malizationCB [9], we can change variables andpermute the fys in order to 
have f,(x, ,. . x,- ,, t) manic in t = x,. Abbreviate R := C[x] where x = 
(x , , . . x, _ ,), and let k := 0. 
At this point we enter the local oop, and we set k := k + 1. Find” a 
common zero ak E @“- i of the polynomials r,, rz, .  .  rk- , , and let .L$ := 
{geRI g(ak)=O) d enote the corresponding maximal ideal. (In the first 
iteration a, EC”- ’ is arbitrary.) 
Abbreviate yi(t) :=fi(ak, t)for i = 1, . . m. Since f(a,, t) = (Tr, yzT,, . . Tm) 
is a unimodular row over @[t], we have 
Go+m=@Ca (1) 
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where p generates the principal ideal (TzT,, . . ym) in C[t]. Using the 
Euclidean algorithm, we find a unimodular (m- 1) x (m - 1)-matrix E(t) 
over C[t] such that 
(?Af)> x(f), . . em) . E(t) = (p(t), 0, . .0). (2) 
It follows from the definition of x that fi(x, t)-x.(t)~ ~&$[t]. Hence (2) 
implies 
= u-1(x, t), p(t) + 42(X> t), 43(x, t), . .Y qm(x, t)), (3) 
where q2, . . qm are elements ofJ&[ t J. In particular we have q2(ak, t)=0. 
Next computeGB the resultant TJX) of the two polynomials fi and p + q2 
with respect to the variable t, and findCs v,w~R[t] such that 
4x3 t).f,(x, t) + w(x, t)C (P(f) + 42(x, t)l =T/r(X). (4) 
Since fi is manic in t, the resultant has he property hat yk(xO) = 0if and 
only if there xists ,o C with fi(x,, to)= p(to) +q2(x,, to) =0 [6, Satz 
1.3.11. Using (1) this implies rk (ak) # 0. Hence rk is invertible n the corre- 
sponding local ring R.,, and the matrix 
is unimodular over R,[t]. By (3), (4), and (5) we have 
f(x, t) .UJX, t) = (1, 0, 0, . .) 0 . (6) 
Next decideGB whether the ideal (r,, .  . rk) is (already) equal to the whole 
ring R. If yes, then we exit he local loop; if not, we return toits beginning. 
Note that, since rk4 (r,, .  .  rk _ i ) in each step, the termination criterion 
“(rl, .. rk) = R” will be satisfied after a finite number of iterations by 
Hilbert’s basis theorem. Also the powers {r;l, . .r:) generate the unit ideal 
in R, and we can lindGB elements g,, . . g, E R such that 
g,r~+g,r~+ ... +gkrF= 1 in R. (7) 
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In the following we abbreviate Ui(t) := Ui(x, t). We introduce twonew 
variables s and z, and we define the matrices 
AJS, z) := U,(s). U,:‘(s + z) for i= 1, . . k. (8) 
The matrix di(s, z)is unimodular and has entries in R,[s, z]. Recall that 
ri ER is a common denominator f U,(s) and U,(s +z). The inverse ofthe 
latter matrix equals its adjoint (up to a scalar), andthus rmP i is acommon 
denominator f U; ‘(.s + z). This hows that r’ is a common denominator 
for d,(s, z). 
We expand i(s, z)as a polynomial in zwith matrix coefficients over 
Rt,,bl: 
Ai(S, z)=A&) + Ajl(S)Z + A&)z* + . . . + Aid,(S)Zd~. (9) 
It follows directly from (8) that Ajo = A ;(s, 0)equals the identity matrix 
I,. Replacing z by zrm we get 
A& zr’“) = I, + r;di,(s)z + Y;“d;,(s)z* + . . .+ r~V,&)z% (10) 
Since rr is a common denominator for di(s, z), it is a common 
denominator f all summands in the expansion (9). Hence all summands 
on the right hand side of (10) are denominator-free, and di(s, zrm) is a 
unimodular matrix over the polynomial ring R[s, z]. Observe furthermore 
that 
f(s).di(.s,zrm)=f(S+zrT) in R[s,z] (11) 
by (6). Finally, define 
U(t):=d,(t, - g,ry).A,(t-tg,ry, -tg2r;l) 
.A,(t-tg,ry-tg,ry, -tg3r;I) 
k-2 
. . . .A k-l t- 1 &iry, -&&1$-1 
i= 1 > 
k-l 
.dk t- 1 tg,ry? -fgkrT . 
i= I > 
(12) 
The k factor matrices in (12) are obtained from Ai(s, zry) by polynomial 
specializations R[s, z] + R[t], and consequently U(t) is unimodular over 
R[ t]. By repeated application of ( 11) and by (7) we get 
f(t).U(t)=f t- i tg,ry 
( > 
= f(0). (13) 
i= 1 
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The row f(0) ER” is unimodular inn - 1 variables. By induction the 
number of variables this completes the algorithm and the proof of 
Theorems 1.1 and 2.1. 
We remark that he computation can be done much easier ifthe length 
m of the unimodular row f exceeds n + 1, which is the stable range of the 
ring @[x1, . . x,]. After eplacing f = (f,, fi, . . f,) by a suitable C-linear 
combination f’= (f;, f;, . . fL), already the initial segment f’, . . f; + 1 
generates the unit ideal R. We then computeGB g,, . . g,, 1 E R with 
s1.f; + . . . + g, + If:, + , = 1. Applying elementary ow and column opera- 
tions to this representation, we can directly obtain the desired unimodular 
transformation for f’ and hence for f. Note that his reduces the important 
special case of two variables to rows of length three. 
3. ALGORITHMIC REDUCTION TO THE STABLY FREE CASE 
In this ection we consider an arbitrary projective module P which is 
presented asthe image, kernel, orcokernel ofa polynomial matrix. We give 
an algorithm which computes a free basis for P, using the procedure of
Section 2 as a subroutine. Throughout his section R will denote the 
polynomial ring @[x,, . . x,]. 
LEMMA 3.1. An r x s-matrix A over R (r 2 s) is unimodular ifand only if 
A has a left inverse. 
ProoJ Let B be a left inverse for A. Using the CauchyyBinet theorem, 
the equation BA = I,Y implies A, B. A,s A = A, (BA) = 1; so A is 
unimodular. Conversely, let A be a unimodular r x s-matrix with column 
vectors a,, . . a,r. We can computeGS a vector c E A, R’ such that 
=a1 A . . . Aa,r\c* 
=(-l)ip’ai.(a, A . . . A aip, A ai+I A . . . A a, A c*)*. 
The last wo equations are transformations using exterior algebra duality. 
Now let B be the s x r-matrix with row vectors 
b,:=(-I)‘-‘(a, A ... A aip, “ai+l A ... A a, AC*)* for i= 1, . . s. 
Then the matrix B is a left inverse for A. 1 
Remark. There is an alternative method for computing a left inverse for 
a unimodular matrix A. Note that he rows of a unimodular A generate R”
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as an R-module. Clearly, the standard basis vectors {e,, . . e,} are the 
unique reduced Grobner basis for R". Tracing the corresponding Grijbner 
basis computation, we get atransformation matrix B which is then aleft 
inverse for A. 
In the following we let Pdenote an arbitrary finitely generated R-module 
which is presented by asurjective map 4: R’+ P in such away that we can 
compute ker 4. For instance P can be given in one of the following ways: 
(1) as a cokernel, i.e., we have an explicit exact sequence 
R”A’R’+P+Q; 
(2) as a column space, i.e., we have an explicit exact sequence 
R"-+ P=im(A)+O; 
(3) as a kernel ofan 1 x m-matrix A,i.e., we have 
In case (3) we can compute” afinite subset ofR" which generates P, o 
we reduce this case to the case (2). In all three cases we can now 
compute GBa finite free resolution of P 
where Ai is an rim 1 x r,-matrix w th entries in R. See [l, 111 for details on 
computing finite free resolutions using Grobner bases. 
If P is assumed to be projective, then the short exact sequence 
is split and hence ker 4= im A, is projective. By induction we see that 
im Ai is projective forall i. In particular, im A - i is projective, and 
therefore th xact sequence 
&+R’~-%R’~-l&imA,p,+O (14) 
is split. This hows that he matrix A, has a left inverse B,, where both A, 
and B, are unimodular by Lemma 3.1. Using the algorithm in Section 2,we 
compute an invertible (r,- Ix rl- ,)-matrix U,-I whose first r, columns are 
equal to A,. The remaining r,- 1 - r, columns of U,- , form afree basis for 
the module ker B,; we denote this r,- I x (r,- I - r,)-submatrix by V,- I. 
Finally, we compute the r,- 2 x (r,- I - r,)-matrix C, _ 1:= A,_, V,- , . 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. The sequence 
is a finite free resolution of P. 
ProoJ: Consider the following diagram: 
We have im V, _ i = ker B, by construction of V,pi. 
The map A,- i induces anisomorphism between ker B, and im A,- i 
because (14) is split. Therefore the map C,-,=A,-,V,-, is an 
isomorphism between R”- ’ ~ r’ and im A,-, proving that (15) is an exact 
sequence. 1 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.2 we see that from any finite free 
resolution of P of length t we can computeGs a finite free resolution of 
length t - 1. Repeating this procedure t times, inthe last step we get an 
isomorphism 
where C, abbreviates the composition 4. V,. We can now read off an 
explicit free basis of P from C,. Note that s= C:=, (- l)‘ri isthe rank of 
the free module P. This completes ouralgorithm andconstructive proof for 
the Quillen-Suslin Theorem. 
A general module P fails tobe projective if and only if, at some step 
during the algorithm, theleftmost matrix A, fails tobe unimodular. 
However, there is an easier method for testing projectivity f we are only 
interested in the output “projective” or “not projective” and not necessarily 
in a free basis: From a system of generators f ker 4we can compute the 
Fitting ideals of the module P (see, e.g., [7, lo]). We then determine 
whether P is projective by testingGs whether the Fitting ideals are trivial. 
In the affirmative cas , this test also gives the rank of P. 
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